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Terms of Use
All rights reserved. Purchase of this item entitles a single
purchaser the right to reproduce the pages in limited quantities
for their classroom only.

We also understand the wonderfully collaborative nature of teachers. Therefore, if you
would like to share this product with your colleagues and teammates, please return to your “My
Purchases” page and purchase additional licenses for each of them which are available at a
discount!
Purchase Orders are welcome for multiple licenses and site licenses.
Copying any part of this product and placing it on the Internet in any form (even a personal /classroom
website) is strictly forbidden. Doing so is a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).

It is my sincere hope that you enjoy this product and find is helpful. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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How to Use This Resource
is designed around a 5 day rotation. Each page is identified with a letter of the alphabet. This way,
no matter what day of the week the month starts on, you can go through the pages sequentially. There are 20 pages of math
and language arts skills for the January edition. As you establish your morning routines, you will be able to gradually develop
more independent behaviors using these daily pages. The questions will increase in difficulty as they build upon previous
concepts. Each CCS skill has an identification number on the page for easy reference.
Reoccurring review has been built into this program too. If you look at the top of the sheets, you will notice a different icon
below “name” on each page. Pages with the same icon will apply the same focus skills with different questions. This
edition also includes 4 informational passages on penguins. You may want to extend the lesson to compare and contrast
the different penguins using a Venn Diagram (pg.23).

This month’s skills include:
ELA

MATH



Identifying Categories (L.1.5)



Ordinal Numbers



Informational Readings About Penguins (RI.1.10)



Fact Families (1.OA.3)



Comprehension Questions (RI.1.2)



Place Value Blocks (1.NBT.2)



Alphabetical Order



Identifying Shapes (1.G.1)



Syllables



Addition Within 20 (1.OA.6)



Making Connections (W.1.2)



Identify the Missing Number (1.OA.8)



Short Vowel Sounds (RF.1.2)



Counting Coins



Directional Words



Comparing Numbers using < > = Symbols (1.NBT.3)



Counting up to 65 (1.NBT.1)

In the back you will find the Answer Keys. You might want to print one set in color, staple it together, keep close by for
convenient reference. You can also print in grayscale to save on ink while still enjoying the graphics.
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How many syllables are in each word?

Color the coins to make 20₵

________

________

________

________

________

________

Word Riddles

RF.1.3

Put the correct symbol in the circle. = < or >

5

8

11

9

7

7

4

10

18

14
1.NBT.3
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L.1.5

cat

brown

horse

blue

dog

flat

sat

black

pink



Color the words that are animals yellow.



Circle the words that rhyme with hat



Cross out words that name colors.

A
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Complete the number bonds.





8

5

Which one is Penny?
Penny is not the fourth in line.
Penny is not at the beginning or the end of the line.
Penny is not in the very center of the line.

14

3

12

L.1.5

7
15

11
3

Circle the things that belong in a
kitchen.

1.OA.8

5
8

10

Color The Shapes
circles = green

1.G.1

squares = red

triangles = yellow

B
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Write the number shown with the blocks

1.NBT.2

Penguins lay eggs. Can you think of 3 other
animals that lay eggs?

W.1.2

1.NBT.1

Write the missing number on the mitten.
8

10

14

Color the pictures whose names
have the short a sound.

RF.1.2

11

15

18

21

22

C
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What’s The Category?

Fact Families

3

cow ~hen ~ pig

{ ______________________}

four ~ten ~ five

{ ________________________}

green~ red~ black

{ ________________________}

May ~ June ~ March

{ ________________________}

1.OA.3

Write 2 addition and 2 subtraction number
sentences using the three numbers in the bags.

4

L.1.5

7

Put the words in ABC order.

______ + ______ = ______

1. ________________
mug

______ + ______ = ______
______ - ______ = ______
______ - ______ = ______

2. ________________
3. ________________

cup
tea

D
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True or False?

Name _________________________________________________

W.2.7

1. Adelie penguins live in the North Pole.

Adelie penguins have white rings
around its eyes. They also have a red bill.
These penguins live in the South Pole.

2. Adelie penguins build nests.
3. They lay one egg each year.

___________

_______________
_______________

4. The nests are filled with feathers.

_______________

They build nests in the ground. The nests
are filled with rocks to keep the eggs
off the icy ground. Adelie penguins lay
two eggs.
Write something you learned about Adelie Penguins

RI.1.10

E
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Thank-you for your purchase! My goal is to provide quality resources that support the important
work you do with growing readers and writers. I’d love to hear your thoughts and reviews on this
product.

• Please go to your My Purchases page (you may need to login). Beside each purchase
you'll see a Provide Feedback button. Simply click it and you will be taken to a page
where you can give a quick rating and leave a short comment for the product. I value your feedback greatly as
helps me determine which products are most valuable for your classroom so I can create more for you. ☺

it

• Look for the red star near the top of the Homepage at my store and click it to become a follower. Voila! You will now
receive customized email updates about new products from this store and all sales.
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Literacy-Garden
I also hope you will visit my blog, the LiteracyGarden.com to see what other ideas are growing over there.
If there is something that needs to be fixed, or a typo I didn’t catch, please e-mail me and I’ll fix it and send you another copy.
TheLiteracyGarden@gmail.com

